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00/ OUTLINE

/ In my works I did not focus on physical infrastructure. I chose a more 
virtual, liquid – one could say – supporting network: commercials. I wanted 
to investigate relation between the body and its commercialized 
representatives. In my method, body would encompass not only gender issue, 
but general identity and the process of its creation. With these texts I try 
to prove the commercialism has a great influence on that process. This all is 
possible with our new era of post-modern reality, so well described in 
Zygmunt Baumans ‘Liquid Modernity’ that became parallel inspiration for me. I 
analyze light capitalism strategies to show them being stronger than any time 
before.

I begin with ‘Body exemplar’, a text where I claim relativeness of any idea 
of beauty, starting off with examples from the past, inspired by Rose Axo 
Adams writing on Christ’s body in medieval art. It was ‘torn between its 
divine characteristics and its belonging to the human, imperfect and mortal 
world. It needed to reconcile these antagonisms.’ Following this God-Beauty 
link I also go back to Ancient Greece, pointing out yet another set of 
ideals, obviously more sexual – with male, female but also effeminate 
sculptures proving Hellenistic culture to be less straight that one could 
imagine. I try to understand today’s ideal only to discover there is none. 
Instead – we have myriads of options to follow. 

This thought is further developed in ‘Names we call ourselves’ where I put 
stress on Judith Butler’s quote: ‘Gender performativity does not just 
characterize what we do, but how discourse and institutional power affect us, 
constraining and moving us in relation to what we come to call our “own” 
action. To understand that the names we are called are just important to 
performativity as the names we call ourselves.’ So relation between body and 
its commercialized representative is fluid and circular – an image is created 
based on assumption on individual, individual is performing his/her identity 
not free from that same image. Self-creation, self-naming may not be so self 
in the end.

‘Melted ideal’ traces historical origin of commercialism – and especially 
‘bodily commercialism’. Examples I evoke are well-known and deservedly 
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rejected. They set a cheap idea of what men and women are: ‘Both 
representations are highly sexist, superficial and simplified when it comes 
to understanding social roles as well as understanding individual dreams or 
expectations. Today’s commercials penetrate way deeper – using variety as 
a tool while targeting specific groups. Two attitudes can be differentiated. 
First one sets an ideal and fells into rhetoric of creating a dream. Second 
pretends not to be doing it in order to get closer to the targeted group. In 
the first one the body is ‘perfect’, in the second – ‘familiar’.

‘Useless love’ is a special chapter – as it no longer address commercials 
simply, because I don’t love it. I decided to express love though – and in 
relation to creating one’s identity again. Using the example of heating pipes 
from my hometown, I claim physical, superficially useless infrastructure 
spontaneously transformed into a meeting spot had more power to create a 
community and therefore a deeper impact on building identities of particular 
individuals participating, tighten up to a physical place and a group of 
people, rather than unrealized commercial dream. 

In ‘Happiness of ‘the what’ fantasy’ I look closer on the dream itself and 
how it is produced – which weaknesses of us as human beings can commercials 
use. To understand that, it is important to define different types of 
happiness. Sara Ahmed says: ‘Desire is both what promises us something, what 
gives us energy, and also what is lacking, even in the very moment of its 
apparent realization. There can be nothing more terrifying than getting what 
you want, because it is at this moment that you face what you want. For 
Slavoj Žižek this terror would be because you don’t “really” want what you 
want(…).I would say that getting what you want can be terrifying because what 
you want is not simply “ready” as an object; this lack of readiness is what 
makes the desired object so desirable’. 

‘In urban geography, Graham and Thrift similarly emphasized that the 
breakdown of urban infrastructures, is the moment when the systems supporting 
our existence become exposed, and that this exposure offers the opportunity to 
revisit them.” There is a funny twist about commercials here – exposure is 
not failure for the commercials. It is the opposite that result in failure. 
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In ‘Salutary Failure’ I imagine the world quiet and calm, salutary deprived of any 
unnecessary information on what one should need. 
Last piece – ‘Empowering care’ – is raising a question on architecture’s role in 
empowering commercialism as this is – with aesthetics of entrepreneurship power – 
the only way of care that could be observed between these two realms.
Dubai sketch speaks for itself – architecture serves as propaganda tool of liquid 
modernity – it is empowering, bringing importance and meaning, representing one 
above all - profit. 
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01/ BODY EXEMPLAR

/ But had the oxen or the lions hands, or could with hands depict a work
like men, were beasts to draw the semblance of the gods, the horses
would them like to horses sketch, to oxen, oxen, and their bodies make
of such a shape as to themselves belongs./ Xenophanes of Colophon

One of particularly interesting remarks Adams evokes in his ‘Becoming infra-
structural’ considers bodily representation of Christ in early middle ages art. 
Figurative image of the Redeemer was always torn between its divine characte-
ristics and its belonging to the human, imperfect and mortal world. It needed 
to reconcile these antagonisms – and in an approachable way as sculpture and 
painting used to be channels of communication with uneducated faithful 
followers.

Far more literal example of encapsulating gods in refined human bodies is – 
obviously – rendered by the culture and arts of Ancient Greece. No matter for 
the exact epoch – archaic, classical or Hellenistic – ubiquitous image of god 
is anthropomorphic and chiseled with great care. Human body is melted with 
human character in gods’ concept, but exaggerated in terms of importance, power 
and impact. Nevertheless, this close connection make the representation of gods 
similar to fabulously shaped, athlete bodies of Olympic games’ participants. 
Not only are these statues defined by impeccable proportions or desirably-formed 
muscles – they are openly seductive. Sexual aspect is emphasized with them being 
not always masculine or feminine, but also effeminate proving Ancient Greece to 
be less straight than one could imagine.

Although the Christian body was not marked with a notion of seduction, both 
examples show longing for the ideal. With ages passing by, a shift can be 
observed in understanding beauty, and as Adams points out – by the 19th century, 
the body discloses signs of imperfections.

One could say that in times of ‘liquid modernity’, as Zygmunt Bauman puts it, 
there is no longer one absolute standard of beauty – especially in the era of 
emancipation and queer. While there is, indeed, certain freedom mainly in 
comparison to the condition from fifty years ago (and still very much dependent 
on country or region), the 21st century ideal body followed the seemingly only 
stable component of fluid and varied reality – consumption.
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The ideal body of today – with reasonable amount of wit and luck – is able to be 
a promotion of itself, the lifestyle it represents and the products that helps 
in its pursuit of perfection. Actually – being so desired – it can 
promote and sell basically everything, not necessarily related to fashion or 
beauty industry.

The critique arose to establish the value of ‘imperfect’ body. Some bigger 
concerns use this rhetoric as new advertisement, for instance Dove with All 
woman project. Certain amount of sexism was eliminated from commercials (again 
– very dependent on the country), but a closer look on boosting social media 
concentrated on visual content like Instagram or You Tube is far from admiring 
‘variety’ or ‘defects’.

The new pretty is more than appearance – it’s your breakfast to be aestheticly 
‘chaotic’ composition of fruit and oats, your clothes to be designed by specific 
brands, your trainings personal, your work creative and appreciated. New 
celebrities – ‘people that are known for being known’ – with their new lifestyle 
set a rather healthy example, but at the same time create a kind of jeopardy of 
the ideal body becoming too central or too important of a life goal.

It is to be remembered that while the tendency towards beauty may change 
(or has partially changed already, like in Sweden), the economic drive remains. 
The sad conclusion could be that eventually the promoted perfect body – 
disregarding specific visual aspects and in respect to overall relativism – 
is the one creating profit.
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01/ BODY EXEMPLAR
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VICTORIA’S SECRET PATCHED ANGEL 
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02/ NAMES WE CALL OURSELVES

/ Gender performativity does not just characterize what we do, but how discourse 
and institutional power affect us, constraining and moving us in relation to what 
we come to call our “own” action. To understand that the names we are called are 
just important to performativity as the names we call ourselves. /Judith Butler

As amplified in my previous post ‘Body exemplar’, the ideal body of 21st century 
is rapidly loosing its stiff contours. With a lot of stress put on tolerance one 
can observe a shift in understanding beauty, a shift towards oddities, 
imperfections, variation. Take for instance boosting career of Winnie Harlow 
with her patched, marvelous body. Commercial market has noticed the shift and 
successfully used it to sell products (see: All women project).

Butler differentiates names we chose for ourselves and names that were chosen for 
us in terms of gender performativity, where the “names chosen for us” represent 
cultural gender – a set of beliefs on specificity of particular sex.

Let’s take a closer look on the process of ‘naming’ as it has become very 
important in recent times. Freeing ourselves from fixed social schemes was both 
liberating and troublesome. We can no longer simply follow certain habits, be 
whatever our gender or class tells us to be.* Instead, we are fully engaged 
in creation of our socio-cultural identity. In the postmodern era this task 
is not the easiest – strong figures of authority are gone, they will no longer 
guide us, mark our common goals and lead towards them. Instead, we have plenty 
of examples of individualized lifestyle we can learn from. It is only up to us 
which of these we choose to follow – and it’s us that will deal with whatever 
consequences our choices cause.

Creation of identity has many layers and some can be quite banal. It starts 
with our appearance – the way we expose or disclose our bodies. Image is later 
on followed by lifestyle – love life, friends, family, work environment, even 
travelling.

No matter what choice you make – dense network of commercials will always 
suggest some options and in many cases will influence your behaviour. Sometimes 
you recognize the manipulation – and sometimes you choose to accept it. 
Sometimes you feel like your decision was independent. And maybe then you are 
right. But maybe not.
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CHRISTMAS MORNING SHE’LL BE HAPPIER WITH A HOOVER
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03/ MELTED IDEAL

/ CEFRI thus situated itself “on the side of psychosis” – its confessed goal was 
to serve rather than repress the utter madness of the urban malaise, because it 
was only from this mad perspective on the ground that a properly social 
discourse on the city could be forged./ Simone Brott

Previously I briefly mentioned contemporary need of ‘naming’. While creating 
identity, each body seeks guidelines, patterns and examples to choose from – it 
is very rarely original and self-constituted. One of bafflingly abundant sources 
of inspiration is the dense network of commercialized information that becomes 
a new infrastructure for cultural codes and behaviours. This network reflects 
socio-cultural, political moods and reacts to them very quickly with constantly 
new sets of proposals. Its components adjusted to the nature of our times – 
fluctuating with perpetual change.

Searching for historical roots, the best way would be to turn to American 
commercials from the 50s and 60s, that were primitively gender-orientated in a 
fixed, non-elastic manner. Marlboro Man is more than 100% masculine – handsome, 
sculptured jaw, adult – a man, not a boy! – self-confident, cowboy type. It is 
a strong and attractive image adressing desires of both sexes and succesfully 
selling not only cigarettes, but also a naive dream. Woman is placed on the 
opposite extremity. She wears a cute little dress and a stupid smile, cleaning 
or cooking, always playing a role of a pretty and a housemaid at the same time.

Both representations are highly sexist, superficial and simplified when it comes 
to understanding social roles as well as understanding individual dreams or 
expectations. Today’s commercials penetrate way deeper – using variety as a 
tool while targeting specific groups. Two attitudes can be differentiated. First 
one sets an ideal and fells into rhetoric of creating a dream. Second pretends 
not to be doing it in order to get closer to the targeted group. In the first one 
the body is ‘perfect’, in the second – ‘familiar’. Dominance of one of these 
depends on a country or culture.

In this case, Sweden is particularly interesting and conclusions can be drawn 
based on simple observations from metro stations. Eminently emancipated culture 
had banned ‘the perfect body’ – at least as long as it does not refer to gyms, 
sport apps or sport clothing. Commercials displayed in the metro are getting 
brutally ‘real’ (especially with medical content), ‘familiar’, using ‘avarage’ 
bodies. The definition could be – just normal, maybe not too beautiful nor too 
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young, not always well-dressed. There is also a variation to that – bit more 
fancy, alternative, hipster directed to younger generations.

This way, the body may reflect temporary trends, but has no longer permanent 
idea behind its appearances. It lacks certainty about what is should be, it’s 
confused. Liberty is both essential and difficult.
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03/ MELTED IDEAL
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04/ USELESS LOVE (IN MEMORIAM)

/ I walked the embankment again. I flew. I was breathing and smelling all kinds 
of memories floating from the river. It smelled too good, I felt too good. I 
was sure I knew all the pavement tiles and wild naughty grasses bursting forth 
between them. It was insane to love it that much, but I did. I walked and I flew.
Getting closer I was thrilled with content – and I knew it was not special, 
but it just felt too good. What a scene – melted in late evening sun, orange 
sky glowing over the town. I stopped by the supermarket – bought some hot, 
freshly-baked rolls, cottage cheese, two beers. I passed by its dull building 
and walked into the meadow.

I was sinking in dewy high grasses. It was getting a bit cold, humid, but fresh. 
I was walking these trampled paths, trying to navigate and not always 
succesfully, but it didn’t matter. This time I was not flying – I was stepping 
heavily on moist ground, reaching my destination always a little bit too fast. 
The maze of paths would finally guide me right. I saw silloutes sitting above 
the meadow – suspended in twilight. And it was perfect, that I know for sure – 
it was all we needed and more.

I climbed the heating pipe – some one and a half meter above the ground – 
I chose the one with a view over the meadow, with my back turned to the super-
market. Those two – how I miss you now that you’re gone…
Meandering like two greasy silver snakes, sneaky, but prominent at the same 
time, convoluting shapely bodies into pleasent nishes and back – central hea-
ting pipes that were no longer heating anything.
Sitting on them you would see stars, grasses, meadow and town – it was always a 
bit too chilly with cold gusts of wind ruling over open space. Everything could 
happen, everybody was there.

We all know this love – so different and special for each of us, but the same 
at its core. Love towards an infrastructure that once used to work for some 
practical purpose, but no longer does. It is – like a monument – superficially 
useless, but inspiring and inviting. Love for infrastructure with old skeleton 
and a new spontanious purpose – small town thing. We all know this love for old 
rail tracks, iron bridges, weird black unused wells. We all know the roughness 
of these spaces, the relentless industrial charm, spaces established – with no 
supporting service, just bear skeleton from a previous life – gathering spots.
Rest in piece, my dear old loves – buried underground with all potential bonds 
of friendships and adventure.
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IN THE ZONE
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05/ HAPPINESS OF ’THE WHAT’FANTASY

/ Through the history of mankind, there are two main alternative ways in which 
we can consider affects of happiness and sadness. Sara Ahmed differentiates it 
this way:

”Desire is both what promises us something, what gives us energy, and also
what is lacking, even in the very moment of its apparent realization. There
can be nothing more terrifying than getting what you want, because it is at this
moment that you face what you want. For Slavoj Žižek this terror would be
because you don’t “really” want what you want; he argues that happiness is 
“inherently hypocritical” or a form of self-deception (2002: 60). I would say 
that getting what you want can be terrifying because what you want is not simply
“ready” as an object; this lack of readiness is what makes the desired object so
desirable. Not getting what you want allows you to preserve the happiness of
“the what” as fantasy, as if once we are ready, we can have it.”/ Sara Ahmed

The first one – often raised in philosophical works – “you may not really want 
what you think you want”. This dilemma was beautifully pictured – as only one 
of many aspects this masterpiece touched upon – in Tarkovsky’s ‘Stalker’, 
telling a story of a man that made it to the mysterious chamber in the ‘Zone’ 
to make a wish about his brother and left it to find himself in a world of 
success and luxury. It is indeed very striking to think of how confused we are 
as human beings if we may not even be sure of what we truly want, as some part 
of our consciousness is refusing to admit it.

Second notion is wanting something simply because of not having it. It is that 
peculiar feeling of happiness/sadness that I will focus in this text, as I see 
it very important in our post-modern times – where this type of affects seem to 
be deliberately used and distorted with a typically commercial-based manner.

Strategies of today’s commercialism are scripted to reuse advantage of this 
particularly human weakness. We cherish dreaming – even if we strive for 
fulfilment, we fantasize with great pleasure, we build up our own secret story, 
we hope and paradoxically, sometimes dreaming occurs to be better. Dream that 
comes true is not always as fulfilling as we expected it to be and, especially 
in the postmodern reality, there are still more dreams out there to reach for. 
The non-stop pursuit for ‘even better’, the lack of permanent satisfaction, 
that in the past might have been a drive for progress or flaw of just a few, has 
now radicalized to overall disease.
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Commercial infrastructure envenoms this phenomenon for it is rapid in both 
fulfilling dreams and creating new ones. This happens through a process of dream 
simplification. Obviously, not only shallow dreams are being sold, but a 
massive amount of them are. By that I mean dreams so much focused on creating 
one’s identity through their appearances that they become terribly trivial: 
footwear, jewellery, raincoats, underwear, electronic devices, interior design 
pieces, labelled food. These can no longer give long-term satisfaction or 
content, unless they are being frequently replaced with newer, better, more 
fashionable. This reminds me of pop-song by Macklemore: “I’m an individual, but 
I’m part of a movement, my movement told me to be a consumer and I consumed it, 
they told me to just do it and I listened to what that swoosh said”.

These lyrics highlights how grotesque identity has become in neoliberal times 
– with all the freedom and diversity available first-hand. How individual an 
individual can if they are being constantly tricked and modulated?

It is important to clarify these statements are not complains about desire for 
material objects per se, but rather a call to reconsider identity (or even need 
for it) in commercialized reality. History knows too well appetite for goods 
humans seem to have in common (what communist theorists decided to 
avuncularly ignore), but it is in no way comparable to the commercial madness 
of XXI century. Marketing infrastructure is becoming more and more flexible, 
tolerant to fit as many different groups as possible and turn them all into 
superficially various, but indeed unified buyers.
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05/ HAPPINESS OF ’THE WHAT’ FANTASY
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SALUTARY FAILURE
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06/ SALUTARY FAILURE

/ There is an old Chinese proverb saying: “A tree that is unbending is easily 
broken”. This philosophy is often expanded by contrast with the reed – light and 
superficially weak, but flexible enough to survive the storm. Thinking of 
today’s marketing, the complex network of personalized commercials, it 
reappears immediately as selling systems of light capitalism adjusted 
perfectly to conditions of our epoch – they are liquid, easily changeable, 
probably impossible to be harmed.

Failure though can be also seen differently, especially in terms of 
infrastructure. As Graziano and Trogal put it:
In urban geography, Graham and Thrift (2007) similarly emphasized that the 
breakdown of urban infrastructures, is the moment when the systems supporting 
our existence become exposed, and that this exposure offers the opportunity to 
revisit them./ Valeria Graziano and Kim Trogal.

It is almost funny to think about it with exposure as a feature of failure. 
Exposure is the main objective here – advertisements of all kinds simply have to 
be noticed, acknowledged and paid attention to, otherwise they become useless. 
Fortunately for entrepreneurs there is no real threat to commercial world, 
stable and solid. Advertisements are impossible to avoid. It is a great success 
of most developed countries across the world to have restricted it and pushed 
into virtual reality, where they announced their kingdom. Let’s add that in many 
other countries – like my native Poland – the omnipresent banners keep hanging 
also in a physical world, destroying the continuity of both land- and cityscape.

Envisioning this network to fail – even as an imagination exercise – could give 
one a temporary, daydreaming-like experience of relief. Freedom from knowledge 
on too many offers, too many products, too many dreams awaiting there yet to be 
fulfilled (and paid for) seems almost like paradise. Rest from non-stop 
commandments on what my body, my cat, my home, my car, my relationship, my 
friends need – so liberating! Not knowing about brand new pair of shoes, 
egg-pealing machine, lawnmower, insurance, trip to Cuba, or learning apps that 
are indeed so “✔Clear ✔Effective ✔Mistake-free” – how wonderful!

Awakening though from this semi-utopia I go back to the first point to be brutal-
ly reminded of the reed and how it will not break, but will keep floating gently 
no matter the atmospheric conditions.
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EMPOWERING CARE
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07/ EMPOWERING CARE

/ Commercialism that I am closely looking at during this seminar can also be seen 
as ‘infrastructure for identity’, which is obviously a very pessimistic ascer-
tainment, but unfortunately not that far from modern reality. It is a highly 
neoliberal construct and – as Virginia Held states – ethics of care are unlikely 
to be implemented in it.

The ethics of care is, instead, hospitable to the relatedness of persons.
It sees many of our responsibilities as not freely entered into but presented to 
us by the accidents of our embeddedness in familial and social and historical 
contexts. It often calls on us to take responsibility, while liberal individu-
alist morality focuses on how we should leave each other alone./ Virginia Held

Imagining that someone could try to ‘care’ about marketing (considering the 
emotional load this word brings in) is rather improbable. I believe this rule 
does not apply to traditionally understood infrastructure (see: Useless love 
(in memoriam)) – there is space for anthropomorphism while talking about metro 
trains and stations, bridges, small pavilions or – apparently – heating pipes.

In this case it is just impossible to think of architecture that provides 
‘care’, but one could think of other supportive roles it can play – maintenance, 
stimulation, addition, empowerment.

The immaterial network of commercials does require material, architectural 
objects – in the most banal way it needs storage for things it sells or facto-
ries to produce them. Although it is to be remembered that soft (light) 
capitalism of our times differs drastically in this matter from its previous, 
solid version – where business was inseparably bounded with place of 
production. In that sense, the empowering ability of architecture seem to 
become primary. This phenomenon is simply performed by headquarters – and it’s 
enough to think of Silicon Valley here.

Beside its social or artistic premises, architecture has a history of serving 
particular systems and having representativeness as main design ideal. With all 
the spatial possibilities it offers, it can be easily transformed into symbol of 
power. It can be impressive to announce different state conditions – sometimes 
royal luxury, sometimes a totalitarian dictatorship, always underlining the 
importance of the founder. Capitalism is no different in this matter – it seeks 
attention and prestige just as much. Architecture of UAE sets a perfect example.
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Of all the arts, it really speaks a powerful language. Using this language to 
describe a certain built-up image is in fact very far from ‘care’ in a moral 
sense we would like to understand it, but one cannot deny that it is a strong 
form of support.
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07/ EMPOWERING CARE
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